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Georeferemcing and Image Processing Engine

Georeferencing and Image processing Engine (GIPRE) is the cornerstone of the Integrated
System to Store and Retrieve Digital Data (ISSRDD), that is developed by AZ Global Research
& Engineering Ltd.

GIRPE Role
GIPRE is designed to import and analyze various processing level multispectral or monochrome
satellite images, georeference images, filter and alter images, generate pseudocolor images,
convert images between formats, perform another image-processing functions, perform change
monitoring and local spectral analysis. It may be used either as stand-alone application, or as part
of the bigger system.

GIRPE Applications
Commercial applications of stand-alone GIRPE include:

 Creation of digital maps from satellite images
 Creation of thematic maps (including road and neighborhood maps)
 Remote verification of development, demolition, clean-up, or reconstruction activities
 Crop and vegetation monitoring
 Soil and snow cover monitoring
 Detection of illegal development, harvesting, logging, mining, etc. activities
 Pollution and contamination control
 Another “traditional” Earth Observation applications.

GIRPE Customers
Direct customers for GIRPE include government and private institutions that operate in
insufficiently mapped regions, law enforcement, agriculture, environment control and
enforcement, municipal, regional and national development authorities, Real Estate developers,
cartography and multiple other areas.

GIRPE Operation
GIRPE operation uses simultaneous processing of all spectral bands of the satellite image, pixel-
by-pixel calibration of images, and employs proprietary high accuracy coordinate engine.

Image Importing
Standard image importing procedure requires user to provide geographical coordinated of the
image and location of the monocnrome images, either on the network, or locally. The application
selects correspondent viewer plug-in from the library using file extension of the [satellite] image,
and loads all individual single-band images into scrollable panel without distortion or re-scaling
(Fig. 1).



Figure 1. Imported 4-band image (picture shows southern part of the 3-rd band image and
northern part of the 4-th band image)

Zooming and Editing
User can select part of the image and open it for editing (Fig.2). Build-in editor allows
user to add objects to the image, effectively turning it into digital map. User can enlarge
or reduce selected part of the image for better resolution and for convenience (Fig.3).

Figure 2. Image editor open for posting objects on the image.



After user opens image for editing, he/she can draw atop of the image using computer
pointing device (“mouse”). After user approves all the additions to the image, which were
made on the editor screen, these are automatically added to the master image. User
however still retains an opportunity to discard these changes by pressing the
correspondent control. The following Fig. 3. and 4 illustrate this process.

Figure 3. Adding road (yellow/dark line) to the enlarged image.



Figure 4. Road added to the image, selected area is restored to its initial size.

Using Image as a Map
After image has been imported GIRPE generates reference coordinate (latitude/longitude) grid,
that may be used (in connection with GPS device) for location on the map, for identification of
location of pre-defined points on the map, and for identification of the spectral “signature” of the
objects of interest. User ca either browse the map using computer pointing device (Fig.5), or
using alphanumeric input (Fig.6).



Figure 5. Identifying the geographical coordinates, fragment.

Figure 6.Setting of the pre-defined objects on the map(image), fragment..
User may either use sliders (rough and fine) to set the coordinates, or can type them in the
correspondent text fields together with the object’s name. After user accepts the setting, the object
is added to the map and is drawn on the pseudocolor image, which is automatically generated by
the application (Fig. 7).



Figure 7. Computer-generated pseudocolor image with posted pre-defined locations.

Image Filtering and Object Location
User has an option to set spectral “signature” for the objects on the map (image). GIRPE
automatically calibrates image and highlights parts of the pseudocolor image that has similar or
close spectral “signature”.

When new objects are added to the map(image) using the editor, their spectral signatures are
stored locally and may be used for locating the similar objects on the map in automatic regime.

Environment Monitoring and Change Monitoring
The application supports comparative analysis of reflection strength for separate bands of the
multispectral image. Data are presented graphically (Fig.8), and may be imported into standart
printable report form, that is also generated by the application. User can sample spectral
“signature” of any selected point of the image either by providing geographical coordinates
(similarly to the Fig.6), or by clicking on the map at the given location.



Figure 8. Spectral analysis of reflection from specific point on the earth surface

After spectral “signature” of specific point on the Earth surface (dump, junkyard, smoke, oil slick,
specific type of vegetation, specific type of soil, etc.), user can use these data to perform
automated search of the areas that have similar surface conditions across the whole photographed
surface. The results of the search are then posted on the image (Figure 9), and may be included in
the printable computer-generated report.



Figure 9. Detection of the similar soil / water surface conditions in the photographed area.
Detected points are marked by yellow.

The application is designed to support fully-automated image importing and analysis. Has built-in
image calibration capability, can process images taken by different satellites, has built-in
notification, reporting, image printing (up to A3 format) and pseudocolor image generation
capabilities. It can also support “live” secure or general-access web site, automatically updated at
the system’s update rate.

Example Application Scenarios

1. Creation of digital maps from satellite images
If the area of interest is poorly, insufficiently or inaccurately mapped, satellite image may
be ordered and delivered in 3 weeks (for new image) or in several days (for archived
image). After image is delivered and imported into GIRPE, the program generates
reference grid and user may create map of the area by gradually adding objects using
either their geographical coordinates or by marking them on the image. Pseudocolor
image may be created and printed after adding of each object or group of objects. GIRPE
does not pose heavy computation challenges and may be operated using average
performance PC laptop. This allows user to apply it to identify his/her location on the
map using GPS device, and to derive high accuracy coordinates of specific objects that
are seen on the image.



2. Creation of thematic maps
GIRPE reserves an opportunity to generate maps that does not include satellite image as
the background, and show only selected/posted objects instead. Such image still may be
used to locate objects, etc., and may be printed. For instance, user may select several
representative areas (locations) of certain type of vegetation. On user’s command GIRPE
may generate (in fully automated regime) the map of the area that shows all the areas
with similar type of vegetation. This map remains editable and user may then add to it
roads, rivers or other objects of interest. These objects may certainly be imported from
another GIRPE projects.

3. Remote verification
When the area of future activities is identified, the user may order satellite image of this
area and environs. As development activity progresses, new images of the same area and
using the same satellite may be taken. GIRPE may be used to trace changes in spectral
“signature” of every point within the monitored area. As though spectral parameters of
every point of the image are normalized, GIRPE automatically filters out brightness
variations, etc. between images that are taken at different time, and presents pure
differential image. This image clearly indicates, weather certain activity took place, or
not, and if it did took place – what areas and locations were impacted.  This GIRPE
functionality may be applied for independent verification of construction, demolition,
environment clean-up or land remediation activities in any part of the world.

4. Crop and Vegetation
Crop and vegetation monitoring is traditional Earth Observation application. GIRPE may
use the procedure described in the previous section to identify the degree of change of the
vegetation across the captured area using sequence of satellite images that are taken by
the same spaceborn instrument(s). Potential customers for such applications include local,
regional and national agricultural authorities, international aid agencies, grain brokers,
etc.

5. Soil and Snowcover Monitoring
Soil humidity and snowcover parameters may be derived from radar images. GIRPE may
be used to trace their change, and to issue warnings about potential floods, droughts,
avalanches and to prospect future harvest. Potential customers for such application
include local, regional and national agricultural authorities, international aid agencies,
and grain brokers, but also tourist industry, emergency response authorities and even
transportation companies (in northern regions).

6. Detection of Illegal Developments
Use of GIRPE to detect illegal activities is overall similar to remote verification (3)
applications. Besides that
In the case of illegal logging user may pre-define spectral “signature” of the logged area,
and set GIRPE to trace appearance or change of the areas with the same or close spectral
“signature” on the incoming images, thus detecting logging activities
In the case of illegal harvesting or growing of the plants for production of illegal
substances similar methodology may be used to detect hidden harvesting areas, and to
provide authorities with information that may lead to elimination of illegal harvest



Customers for this type of applications include law enforcement agencies, environment
protection and big logging, mining and development contractors.

7. Environment and Pollution Monitoring
Use of GIRPE for this type of applications is similar or close to the ones that were
described in the previous three paragraphs. Customer base in this case includes
environment protection and enforcement agencies, public organizations and possibly
municipalities that are exposed to environment – related risks.

Competitive Advantage
GIRPE competes against established commercial packages of Intergraph Co. (USA), and PCI
Geomatics (Canada).It’s advantage against these packages are:

 limited (if any) training requirements,
 moderate hardware requirements,
 friendly and straightforward user interface,
 complete elimination of command-line programming and scripting,
 simple integration into GIS and monitoring programs,
 built- in monitoring and analysis capability,
 automated reporting and notification,
 flexible design that allows easy introduction of new image formats, and others.
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